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Uniform Electric Field Distribution in Microwave
Heating Applicators by Means of Genetic Algorithms

Optimization of Dielectric Multilayer Structures
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Abstract—In this paper, the design of a dielectric multilayer
around a clay sample is presented to achieve a uniform electric
field distribution over that sample. This structure is located within
a multimode microwave-heating oven and is designed by means
of genetic algorithms. The permittivity and geometric values for
the sample surrounding layers are the selected parameters to
be optimized in order to minimize the ratio between the typical
deviation and the absolute value of the electric field. The results
demonstrate the improvement of the electric field uniformity over
the sample using dielectric layers.

Index Terms—Dielectric properties, electric field uniformity,
genetic algorithms, microwave energy, microwave heating, multi-
mode applicator.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE ELECTRIC field distribution in a multimode appli-
cator is a combination of all the modes excited in a given

frequency range, and usually this distribution is not uniform. If
the considered materials have homogeneous properties, the field
uniformity is directly related to the temperature distribution in
the sample. Therefore, one of the most important and desired
characteristics in microwave heating processes is the uniformity
of the electric field distribution over the material to be heated be-
cause the quality of the process depends on it [1]–[3].

Different methods have been used in order to obtain uni-
form heating patterns in certain regions. For example, in [4], the
sample is placed on a turning tray and a method to simulate the
heating process inside domestic microwave ovens is presented.

Mode stirrers are used in [5]–[8] to modify the field distri-
bution inside a multimode cavity. Several studies on these el-
ements prove their good working on multimode applicators,
mainly for low-loss materials.

In [9], a procedure to find out the position, structure, and per-
mittivity of certain materials placed inside the applicator is pro-
posed. The parameters of these structures have an effect on the
field distribution and they are chosen in order to obtain temper-
ature uniformity over the sample.

A different way of increasing the uniformity is detailed in
[10] and [11]. In these studies, the applicator is fed by means of
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a combination of different sources and mode matching is used
to analyze the designs. However, this modal analysis requires
canonical structures, i.e., rectangular samples.

Likewise, the use of slotted guides as a feeding system [12]
can significantly improve the uniformity [13]–[15], obtaining
different field distributions depending on the slots’ location.

In [16], the use of two generators and a magic tee adapter for
achieving good impedance matching is described. By control-
ling the signal strength of each source, a better uniformity than
using only one magnetron is obtained as well.

The dimensions and geometry of the cavity also have an in-
fluence on the field uniformity over the sample. If planar sam-
ples must be uniformly heated, a meander applicator can be used
[17]. In [18], a single mode modified cylindrical cavity is de-
signed in order to uniformly vulcanize samples of rubber.

In this study, several dielectric layers surrounding the sample
are used to obtain electric field uniformity. This differs from the
procedure carried out in [19] since, in that study, these dielec-
tric layers were employed in order to optimize load matching.
Previous studies [20]–[22] use this configuration as a matching
technique as well, and good results were obtained there with ef-
ficiencies above 95%. Other studies use dielectric susceptors as
a form of active packaging in order to modify temperature pro-
files when using microwave heating [23].

In [24], Mechenova and Yakovlev emphasize the complexity
that implies the optimization of the field pattern and propose
optimization methods based on commercial programs that im-
plement the electromagnetic simulation. In this study, a genetic
algorithm is presented with the purpose of correctly designing
the dielectric and geometric properties of the materials of the
structure that will enclose the sample. The application of genetic
algorithms to different electromagnetic problems is described in
[25]. Several examples, such as [26]–[28], show that it is partic-
ularly effective in designing specific electromagnetic systems.

II. THEORETICAL STUDY

A. Problem Description

The procedure followed in this study is similar to the one
described in [19]; nevertheless, it is summarized below. The
problem to be solved consists of a 24 24 24 cm metallic
rectangular applicator. The multimode cavity is fed by means of
a WR340 waveguide centered at the upper wall of the oven and
excited with the mode around 2.45 GHz, which is one of
the industrial–scientific–medical (ISM) designated electroheat
frequencies [29].
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The product inside the cavity is clay with relative permit-
tivity . The clay sample has been chosen to
study real industrial dielectric materials that present high values
of dielectric constant and loss factor. Although the method can
deal with any number of layers, in this study, the sample is sur-
rounded by a maximum of two dielectric layers, whose geom-
etry and permittivities are designed for optimum electric field
uniformity.

The genetic algorithm is managed in MATLAB and it uses the
CST Microwave Studio commercial software to perform the
electromagnetic calculations. CST Microwave Studio applies
the finite integration technique and the perfect boundary approx-
imation to solve the considered electromagnetic problems [30].
This full-wave simulator can work with noncanonical structures,
although in this study, only rectangular samples are considered.

In this study, the electric field uniformity in the sample must
be evaluated and maximized. Therefore, the evaluation function
in the genetic algorithm involves the typical deviation of the
electric field in the sample surface normalized by the averaged
value of the electric field strength in the sample

(1)

where are the points considered in the upper and lower sur-
faces of the sample. The uniformity control is constrained to the
surfaces since a fast electric field drop inwards the sample is as-
sumed due to the consideration of high losses.

Equation (1) must be minimized with the genetic algorithm
because the typical deviation considers the electric field vari-
ability and, besides, the electric field values on the sample must
be maximized. The genetic algorithm is designed to maximize
functions and, for this reason, the evaluation function has been
computed as

(2)

where is a positive value higher than the maximum value
that the function can achieve and is used to identify the
fitness value. In this case, has been set to 2. This value
was assumed high enough since all the simulation values for
were always around 1.

Fig. 1 illustrates the scenario considered in the CST Mi-
crowave Studio environment. There, two dielectric layers with
variable thickness and permittivity values surround the sample.
The waveguide feeding the cavity is also represented. A PTFE

tray is included to consider real situations
in which transportation or supporting systems are needed.

B. Genetic-Algorithm Implementation

Genetic algorithms are used to obtain the optimum design
in terms of uniformity that, in this particular case, implies ob-
taining the dielectric and geometric properties of the materials
that make up the dielectric structure that encloses the sample.
First, it is necessary to define the design parameters, in this case,

and , with and their range of variation. A com-
bination of these design parameters constitutes an individual

Fig. 1. Layout of sample and multilayer structure inside the applicator.

TABLE I
GENETIC-ALGORITHM PARAMETERS

that is assessed by using the evaluation function that returns as
a result the normalized typical deviation (1).

The genetic algorithm is implemented as [19] details. There,
the CST full-wave simulator was validated as well.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Three different configurations for the dielectric multilayer
structure have been considered and optimized by means of the
genetic algorithm. In all the evaluated configurations, the input
power at the waveguide feeding has been set to 1 W. The sim-
plest structure considered consists of a single dielectric layer

surrounding the sample. More complex structures take
into account an additional dielectric layer and, conse-
quently, the sample is enclosed by two dielectrics. As a partic-
ular case of this last configuration, the internal layer has been
forced to behave as air in order to simulate a situation in which
dielectric contact must be avoided and, as a result, the configu-
ration is sample–air–dielectric. The design parameters, included
as input parameters in the optimization process, are the dielec-
tric properties and the thickness of each layer. The variation
ranges for the genetic algorithm design parameters have been
limited for all scenarios as , and

cm. Table I shows the genetic-algorithm config-
uration that has been established after a study of the problem
behavior.

Firstly, the evaluation of the system without dielectric layers
has been considered to obtain the electric field distribution in
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Fig. 2. Electric field over the clay sample and inside the applicator for the con-
figuration without dielectric layers.

Fig. 3. Genetic-algorithm evolution in the one-layer design.

the sample. This study is useful to verify the improvement in
uniformity achieved with the optimized layers.

Fig. 2 shows the computed electric field pattern over the
sample. From this result, one can conclude that the electric
field is mainly concentrated on two hot spots by the sides of the
sample, which leads to an uneven electric field pattern. In this
case, the average of the electric field in the sample is 105.7 V/m
and the normalized typical deviation is 0.771.

For the one-layer configuration, Fig. 3 shows the genetic-al-
gorithm evolution and the convergence of all the individuals of
the population to fitness values close to the best one. In order
to better appreciate the minimization process, we depict the
trend instead of , which is maximized by the genetic algorithm
and depends on a not optimized constant such as . The op-
timized parameters are, in this case,
and cm. With these features, the multimode struc-
ture yields a normalized typical deviation equal to 0.221 and the
electric field mean is 228.9 V/m.

Thus, the electric field value has been increased from 105.7
to 228.9 V/m and the typical deviation has decreased from 81.5
to 50.6 V/m. Consequently, that structure really achieves better

Fig. 4. Electric field over the clay sample and inside the applicator for the one-
layer configuration.

Fig. 5. Genetic-algorithm evolution in the two-layer design.

uniformity and a higher electric field average than the structure
without layers. Fig. 4 depicts the electric field inside the appli-
cator.

If the power efficiency is defined as the ratio between the
absorbed power by the sample and the incident power into the
cavity, a deeper analysis on this aspect can be done. In fact, the
power efficiency for the configuration without layers is 31.8%.
By adding the optimized dielectric layer. the power efficiency
increases up to 62.85% and, consequently, it represents an en-
hancement in the absorbed energy by the sample.

Next, the electric field uniformity is analyzed for the design
with two dielectric layers. The best value for the normalized typ-
ical deviation achieved is 0.1284 and the average of the elec-
tric field in the sample is 168.2 V/m with

cm, and
cm. Fig. 5 depicts the evolution of the genetic algorithm.

There, it can be observed that a good optimization has been
achieved in the second generation; nevertheless, there are no
more improvements in the following generations.

The electric field in the sample in this two-layer structure is
smaller than in the single-layer design, but it is more uniform.
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Fig. 6. Electric field over the sample and inside the applicator for the two-layer
configuration.

Fig. 7. Genetic-algorithm evolution in the two-layer design considering air the
internal one.

Fig. 6 shows the electric field for the upper surface plane. A
high-quality uniform field over the sample can be observed.

In this case, the power efficiency reaches 37.15%, which is
better than in the case of using no external dielectric. On the
other side, the layers also absorb energy; the internal mold ab-
sorbs 7.6% and the external one absorbs 32.4%. This points out
that a compromise solution between uniformity and efficiency
would be the best design strategy.

The last design analyzed here consists of two layers, consid-
ering air material for the internal one, as previously explained.
For this configuration, the genetic-algorithm evolution is de-
picted in Fig. 7, where the best value for the normalized typical
deviation is 0.1887 and the average of the electric field in the
sample is 154.5 V/m. A progressive optimization for the best
individual can be observed along the first five generations.

The best design in this case consists of the following values
for the design parameters: cm,

and cm. This design shows better electric
field uniformity when compared to the design without layers,

Fig. 8. Electric field over the sample and inside the applicator for the air +
dielectric configuration.

Fig. 9. Spectrum of the magnetron employed in the experience.

but the optimum two-layer design is better regarding the unifor-
mity and the electric field strength in the sample.

Fig. 8 illustrates the electric field distribution in the upper
surface of the sample.

From these results, one can conclude that there is a good opti-
mization evolution, but the normalized typical deviation for this
configuration is worse. This is consistent with the reduction in
the degrees of freedom in the design.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION

In order to validate the simulation procedure and to check
the changes in the electric field pattern using dielectric layers,
the following tests have been performed. A 32 32 32 cm
cavity has been fed by means of a magnetron with the spectrum
illustrated in Fig. 9. The spectrum has been measured by means
of the Rhode ZVRE spectrum analyzer. It can be observed from
this measurement that the magnetron oscillates at 2.475 GHz
instead of the assumed 2.45 GHz for these types of devices.
Therefore, all simulations in this section were carried out at the
former frequency.
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Fig. 10. (a) Thermography of the wood sample. (b) Computer simulation with
the same configuration.

The cavity was loaded with a 15.1 15.2 1.7 cm piece of
wood with . This sample was located in-
side the cavity leaving 8.8 and 9 cm from the walls of the appli-
cator and it was irradiated during 46 s at a 600-W power level.
The thermographic camera CYCLOPS PPM was used in order
to obtain the temperature patterns across the sample. The CST
Microwave Studio simulator was used in order to compare those
temperature profiles with the electric field distribution.

Fig. 10(a) shows the temperature distribution at the wood
sample, while Fig. 10(b) depicts the electric field distribution
at 2.475 GHz. Similar patterns can be observed in both images.
However, the differences between both figures might be due to
thermal migration during and after microwave irradiation since
the thermography was taken 90 s after the generator stopped due
to the time employed in opening the cavity.

After a cooling period, the sample was covered with a
15.1 15.2 1.1 cm PTFE layer with .
It was irradiated during 62 s at a 600-W power level. By using
the thermographic camera, the temperature pattern shown in
Fig. 11(a) was obtained. Fig. 11(b) illustrates the electric field
distribution computed by the electromagnetic simulator. Once
again, the distribution of the main lobes is very similar in both
images. The thermography was taken 60 s after the generator
stopped.

Fig. 11. (a) Thermography of the wood sample using the PTFE layer. (b) Com-
puter simulation with the same configuration.

By comparing experimental data in Figs. 10 and 11, one can
observe that the insertion of a dielectric mould highly changes
the spatial distribution of the electric field and, accordingly, the
temperature patterns.

It must be remarked that the proposed procedure for obtaining
uniform electric field distributions is, at the moment, difficult
to implement since it requires very precise material permittivity
values. However, the experimental validation shows that this ap-
proach is accurate enough to correctly predict the temperature
patterns and the changes that the dielectric layers may produce
on them.

V. CONCLUSION

The use of dielectric layers surrounding a high-loss dielec-
tric product to achieve electric field uniformity for multimode
microwave-heating ovens has been presented. A genetic algo-
rithm optimization procedure has been used in order to obtain
the optimum values of the dielectric molds around the sample,
namely, permittivity and thickness.

The results for three configurations show that the electric
field uniformity is better using dielectric layers. The best per-
formance was reached by the two-layer structure. However, a
relationship among the typical deviation, the mean electric field
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intensity in the sample, and the power efficiency of the process
is perceived and, depending on the microwave heating applica-
tion, a compromise among these three parameters must be es-
tablished.

When comparing this technique with mode-stirring results
obtained in [7] and [8], one can conclude that this technique
is capable of avoiding edge overheating and, thus, it is a better
alternative for producing a more uniform electric field distribu-
tion when high-loss materials must be heated.

The uniformity results obtained here, together with those ob-
tained in [19] for matching purposes, show that this technique
is actually a potential method to solve ordinary problems in mi-
crowave heating.

Finally, it must be remarked that despite the fact that the tech-
nique described in this paper shows good promise, the practical
implementation requires very precise material manufacturing to
obtain the designed permittivity values. Future research is envis-
aged in order to design this kind of multilayer structures with
commercial materials.
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